Doctor of Philosophy

Nur Ahmed – Geology
Major Professors: Dr. Ming Ye and Dr. Yang Wang
“Isotope Analysis and Groundwater Modeling for Advanced Understanding of Lake Water and Groundwater Mixing Through Lake Sinkholes in North Florida”

Mohammad Dakhilallah Alahmadi – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Sonia Haiduc
“Identifying and Extracting Information from Programming Video Tutorials to Support Developer Knowledge Discover”

Shayea Waqaaian Aldossari – Mathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Mark Van Hoeij
“Algorithms for Simplifying Differential Equations”

Nawwaf Awad Almunshry – Geology
Major Professor: Dr. James Tull
“Structural Evolution of the Mulberry Recess Eastern Blue Ridge-Talladega: Northwest Georgia Appalachians”

Kevin Barry – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Christianne Beekman
“The Highly Anisotropic Phase Diagram of Ho2Ti2O7: Bulk Single Crystals and Thin Films”

Kathryn Lynnell Beasley – History
Major Professor: Dr. Jennifer Koslow
“From Curb Markets to Guava Jelly: Alabama and Florida Rural Women and Their Use of Home Demonstration Programs to Increase Personal Income, 1914-1929”

Erica Faith Bloor – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Jeremiah Murphy
“Acoustic Powered Supernovae”

William Booker – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Emily M. Lemmon
“The Evolutionary History and Quaternary Origins of the Polyploid Gray Treefrog Complex (Hylidae: Hyla versicolor sensu lato)”

Shamik Bose – Computer Science
Major Professor: Dr. Xiuwen Liu
“Towards Explainability in Machine Learning for Malware Detection”
Chelsie Nicole Bowman – Geology  
Major Professor: Dr. Seth Young  
“The Coupled Evolution of the Biosphere and Global Marine Redox Conditions in the Late Silurian”

Kyle Patrick Bracken – History  
Major Professor: Dr. Gunter Kurt Piehler  

Amy Elizabeth Bustin – Spanish  
Major Professors: Dr. Antje Mundendam and Dr. Gretchen Sunderman  
“Codeswitching in Spanish Heritage Bilinguals: Production and Perception of Switches between a Pronominal Subject and Finite Verb”

Kelly Lee Butler – Creative Writing  
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Kimbrell  
“Mississippi, Missing, Miss”

Mengqi Chai – Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Christian Bleiholder  
“Towards Elucidating Protein and Glycoprotein Structures using Tandem Trapped Ion Mobility Spectrometry-Mass Spectrometry (Tandem-TIMS/MS)”

Brandon Michael Chelette – Neuroscience – Biology  
Major Professor: Dr. Debra Ann Fadool  
“Consumption of a Fatty Diet Promotes Obesity-independent Olfactory Sensory Neuronal Loss”

William Donald Clift – History  
Major Professor: Dr. Edward Gray  
“Race in the Prairie State: Black Laws and African American Activism in Nineteenth Century Illinois”

Michael T. Conry – Computational Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Lemmon  
“Determining the Impact of Recombination on Phylogenetic Inference”

Stephanie Lynn Contreras – Spanish  
Major Professor: Dr. Jose Gomariz  
“Having the Last Word: The Trials of Testimony and The (Re)Production of Cuban Voices”

Nathan Daniel Crock – Computational Science  
Major Professor: Dr. Gordon Erlebacher  
“Stochastic Thermodynamics and Information Processing”

Idris Demirsoy – Statistics  
Major Professor: Dr. Fred W. Huffer  
“First-order Properties in Spatial Point Patterns on Linear Networks”

Aliza DeNobrega – Neuroscience – Biology  
Major Professor: Dr. Lisa Lyons  
“The Aging Circadian Clock and its Effects on Alcohol Sensitivity and Toxicity”

Peng Diao – Applied & Computational Mathematics  
Major Professors: Dr. Mohammed Hussaini and Dr. Mark Sussman  
“Parareal Algorithm Applied to the Stefan Problem”
Daniel Cipriano Diaz – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Ted R. Kolberg
“Search for Higgs Boson Decays to Long-lived Scalar Particles Produced in Association with a Z Boson in pp Interactions at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV”

Liang Du – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Mattoussi
“Multifunctional Polymer Platform as Ligands and MRI Contrast Agents for Inorganic Nanocrystals”

Abigail Engleman – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. Sandra Brooke
“Assessing the Effects of Structural and Chemical Properties on Coral Settlement, Recruitment, and Reef Dynamics”

Alyssa Nicole Gaiser – Inorganic Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Albrecht-Schönzart
“Exploring Unique Bonding Behavior in the f-Block”

Pablo Gustavo Giuliani Posada – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Jorge Pickarewicz
“Outsmarting Uncertainty: Statistics Strategies for Nuclear Physics”

Ryan McComas Greer – Inorganic Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas Albrecht-Schönzart
“Describing Covalency in Actinide Bonds”

Jie Hao – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Jinfeng Zhang
“Modeling Structure for Natural Language Processing”

Thomas Kelly – Oceanography
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Stukel
“Not Just Sinking Particles: Export and the Biological Carbon Pump in a Three-Dimensional Ocean Driven by Circulation and Vertical Migration”

Hwiyoung Lee – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Vic Patrangenaru
“Extrinsic Analysis on Manifold Valued data”

Jie Liu – Creative Writing
Major Professor: Dr. Diane Robert
“The Call”

Zhengguang Lu – Physics
Major Professors: Dr. Dmitry Smirnov and Dr. Jianming Cao
“Magneto-Spectroscopy of Excitons in Two Dimensional Semiconductors”

Joshua Herbert Méndez – Physics
Major Professors: Dr. Scott Stagg and Dr. David Van Winkle
“Improving Cryo-EM Structure Determination: FSC Independent Validation and Optimized Data Acquisition”

Jessie Danielle Mutz – Biological Science
Major Professors: Dr. Brian D. Inouye and Dr. Nora Underwood
“Densities Across Hierarchical Scales Influence Ecological and Evolutionary Processes”
John A. Nelzen – History
Major Professor: Dr. Jonathan Grant
“War and Revolution in Northern Germany, 1916-1920”

Jennifer Nicole Neu – Physics
Major Professor: Dr. Theo Siegrist
“Nb2PdxSe5: Tuning Superconductivity, Electronic Properties and Structure with Pd Intercalation”

Sydney Faye Niles – Analytical Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Alan G. Marshall
“Fourier-Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) for Characterization of Oxygenated Fossil Fuels in the Environment”

Yeuran Oh – Biomathematics
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Bertram
“Islet Synchronization in a Hybrid Experimental and Mathematical System”

Mohammadreza Paraan – Molecular Biophysics
Major Professor: Dr. Scott Stagg
“Structural Characterization of Protein Coats in Vesicle Trafficking: Copii and Clathrin”

Lee Patterson – Literature, Media, and Culture
Major Professor: Dr. Stanley E. Gontarski
“The Double in the Modern Mirror: Reflecting 20th Century Drama in Artaudian Images of Thought”

Cheston Thomas Peterson – Biological Science
Major Professor: Dr. R. Dean Grubbs
“Drivers of Distribution, Temporal Abundance, and Movement and Habitat Use of Coastal Sharks in Florida’s Big Bend and Apalachicola Bay”

John David Prince – History
Major Professor: Dr. Gunter Kurt Piehler
“Keeping ’Em Flying: The American Ground Crew Experience in Europe During World War II”

Kurtis Allen Schubeck – Meteorology
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Chagnon
“The Effect of Moist Physics and Resolution on Baroclinic Wave Evolution”

Chen Shen – Statistics
Major Professor: Dr. Vic Patrangenaru
“Topological Data Analysis for Medical Imaging and RNA Data Analysis on Tree Spaces”

Lily Stanley – Physics
Major Professors: Dr. Dragana Popović and Dr. Nicholas Bonesteel
“Charge Dynamics near Phase Transitions in 2D Systems”

Zachary Porter Tener – Inorganic Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Shatruk
“Control of Itinerant Magnetism Through Modification and Chemical Design”

Ökten Üngör – Materials Chemistry
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Shatruk
“Design of Multifunctionality in Fe(II) Spin Crossover Complexes”
Brittany Paige Wallace – Literature, Media, and Culture  
Major Professor: Dr. Leigh Edwards 
“Opaquenatures: Mending the Kinship Fabric”

Evan James Warzecha – Inorganic Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Thomas E. Albrecht-Schönzart 
“Effects of Pressure on Actinide Compounds and their Lanthanide Analogues”

Valerie Danielle Zaffran – Analytical Chemistry  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Roper 
“Role of Glycosylation in Immunoreactivity of Major Cashew (Anacardium occidentale L.) Allergen, Ana o 1”

Master of Arts
Philip Michael Albert II – History & Philosophy of Science  
Jessica Ontek – Religion
Jesse Russell Powell – Digital Humanities  
Eric Thomas Sievers – Philosophy  
Alexandra Ann Stephens – Ancient History  
Alexandra Ann Stephens – Greek

Master of Fine Arts
Jessie A. King – Creative Writing

Master of Science
Yuwaraj Adhikari – Physics  
Sakshi Aggarwal – Statistical Data Science  
Tamer Alamoudi – Computer Science  
Zackary Allen Baker – Statistical Data Science  
Bridget Bertoldi – Clinical Psychology  
Ezra Sebastian Brooker – Computational Science  
Catherine Rose Buczek – Meteorology  
Nina Tuyet Bui – Biological Science  
Elizabeth S.M. Chan – Clinical Psychology  
Rachel Conlon – Developmental Psychology  
Carl Richard Conti III – Chemistry  
Gwendolyn Meta Dirr Dmitruk – Meteorology  
Danielle Sharon Dozier – Anthropology  
Michael Greg Duckett – Computer Science  
Romario De Jesus Estrella-Ramos – Computer Science  
Charles Fite – Meteorology  
Aikaterini Flessa Savvidou – Physics  
Ashley Ruth Gannon – Computational Science  
Thomas Lorentz Gard – Meteorology  
Daniel John Govert – Geology  
Rachael Lillian Halpert – Aquatic Environmental Sciences  
Daniel Ethan Hougland – Anthropology  
John Paul Irving – Biological Oceanography
Mayur Jain – Computer Science
Haeseung Jeong – Computer Science
Taylor Lee Ann Johnston – Analytical Chemistry
Arthur Xenophon Karapateas – Computer Science
Benjamin Russel Karch – Cyber Security
Marzieh Khodaei Gheshlagh – Computational Science
Ryan Sangwoo Kim – Physics
Sujin Lee – Chemistry
Ethan Michael Letourneau – Computer Science
Zhou Liang – Chemical Oceanography
Tao Ma – Computer Science
Juan Macy – Physics
George McGuire – College STEM Teaching
Melissa A. Meynadasy – Clinical Psychology
Alejandro Federico Michel – Statistical Data Science
Darin Derik Mister – Meteorology
Kevin Mueller – Computational Science
Tsang Pak Ki Henry – Physics
Kuan-Chieh Peng – Computer Science
Alex James Robb – Chemistry
Leah Elaine Rumancik – Computer Science
Christopher J. Sabal – Inorganic Chemistry
Marjan Sadeghi – Computational Science
Michael Fredrick Secor – Meteorology
Yining Shen – Statistical Data Science
Shangyong Shi – Meteorology
Vignesh Sitaraman – Physics
David Parker Smith – Statistical Data Science
Frederick L. Soster – Meteorology
Catherine Lynn Stauffer – Meteorology
Lauren Alexandra Stentz – Clinical Psychology
Gradon Stone – Computer Science
Pranay Tarafdar – Statistics
Chong Teng – Inorganic Chemistry
Ruoying Wang – Financial Mathematics
Xianbin Wang – Statistics
Adihan Yulanda Widyaningsih – Meteorology
Joshua Allen Williams – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Nicholas Lloyd Williams – Nuclear Chemistry
Karl Wisseman – Clinical Psychology
Aiwen Xing – Statistics
Shuhang Xue – Meteorology
Fucheng Yang – Meteorology
Nicholas Haynes Yarbrough – Anthropology
Jingze Zhang – Computational Science

Professional Science Master

Kathryn Elizabeth Lebow – Aquatic Environmental Science
Bachelor of Arts

Raquel Natalia Adair – Editing, Writing, & Media
James Jackson Albritton – Computer Science
Kathrine Elizabeth Alderman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Kyle Ross Aloof – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rachel Ames – Literature, Media, and Culture
Amanda Lauren Anderson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Thomas P. Ankerholz – Computer Programming & Applications
Kellie Teresa Antonowicz – Environmental Science & Policy
Jessica Nicole Aviles – History
Anthony Barbieri – Humanities

Joseph August Bayliss, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Japanese Language & Culture
McKenzie R. Bentley (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Humanities

Steven A. Berkowitz – Computer Science
Alexis Nycole Board – Literature, Media, and Culture
J. Bobman – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lauren Nicole Bodden – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ashton Maximilian Boerner – History
Emile P. Boghos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Janecia Christia Britt – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ethan Joseph Brown – Humanities

Kiearra Alexia Bryant – Literature, Media, and Culture
Whitten Bryant – Creative Writing
Keith David Caron – Computer Science
Anthony Joseph Centrone III – Computer Science
Catalina Alicia Chiang-Yuri – Editing, Writing, & Media
Hayden Tyler Church (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Zachary Alexander Cocalis – Japanese Language & Culture
Michael Perrin Cole – Creative Writing
Erika Michelle Condori-Rivas – Creative Writing
Matilda Jean Conway – Creative Writing

Samantha Natalya Crawford (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Literature, Media, and Culture

Mynet Franklin Daniel – Editing, Writing, & Media
Jose Carlo Diaz – Philosophy
Lara Diez (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing & Media
Tyler David Duek – Philosophy
Torrine Nicole Dukes – Creative Writing
Anne-Marie C. Eliancy – Literature, Media, and Culture
Rodney Elibert – Philosophy
Amanda Christina England – Humanities

Riel Sofia Abigail Felice (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Rosangela Fernandez – Environmental Science & Policy
Maria Victoria Figuera – History

Gus Perry Fischer – Environmental Science & Policy
Kayla Fishbach – Humanities
Daniel Kenneth Fleming – Literature, Media, and Culture
Morgan Ellen Forker (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Holly E. Foss – Humanities
Maria Fernanda Franco – Philosophy

Nicole Gerrard (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Ashley Rose Gill (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tamara Gabrielle Gluck – Editing, Writing, & Media
Phillip Charles Goldman – Humanities
Abigail Gomez – Philosophy
Ava Nicole Goplerud – Creative Writing
Chelsea Rose Green – Environmental Science & Policy
Ceridwyn Rayne Griffis – Japanese/Business
Alexandra Lea Halchak – Creative Writing
Alexander Thomas Hale – Humanities
Peiyao Han – Computer Programming & Applications
Samuel Aristotle Hanson (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Colby Alexander Hargrove – History
Jade Monet Heise (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Jade Monet Heise (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Jordan Renee Heise (CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Jordan Renee Heise (CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Mark Andrew Hicks, Jr. – History
Hisham Samer Hisham – History
Jesse Taylor Hogan (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Bailey Kai Hough (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Rachel Lydia Hunt – Humanities
Brandon Michael Hutchinson – Creative Writing
Adeola Miriam Idowu – Humanities
Jarret Paul Inesedy – Humanities
Jaime Paige Johnston (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Robert Franklin Jones – Computer Science
Alexander Robert Jordan – Computer Science
Jaz’min Lachelle Kemp – History
Ryan Jason Kielmann – Editing, Writing, & Media
Lynsey K. Kirk – Editing, Writing, & Media
Elias G. Larralde (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – History
Justin Hapitan Leagogo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Devon Nicole Ledbetter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Women’s Studies
Albert Joseph Leonard (CUM LAUDE) – Philosophy
Ronald Wesley Lick, Jr. – Humanities
Christopher Edward Loman – History
Logan Bradford MacMillan – Literature, Media, and Culture and International Affairs
Tristan Thomas Magee – Environmental Science & Policy
Kylene Brenna McCall – Editing, Writing, & Media
Karis Caitlin McCurdy – Editing, Writing, & Media
Sheridan McGuire (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Gabriel Dewayne Mercer – Spanish
Charles Edward Metzger III – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ajalee Yong Mitchell – Editing, Writing, & Media
David William Moore – History
Sasha-Rae Anika Moore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese & Japanese
Analise Kathryn Morrow – Editing, Writing, & Media
Giovanni Antonio Musso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Media/Communication Studies
Vanessa Ihuoma Myron – Computer Science
Cailin Anne Navia – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ashley R. Nolin – Creative Writing and Psychology
Francisco Nunez – Humanities and Management
Joel Davis Nunneley – History
Genesis Charlotte Orellana – Creative Writing
Kayla Corby Owens – Editing, Writing, & Media
Daniel Robert Parkulo – History
Colin James Peaks – Creative Writing
Jianna Peña – Computer Programming & Applications
Anthony Salvatore Pezzino – Editing, Writing, & Media
Aristide Britt Pinto – Italian
Harley Grace Preston (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature, Media, and Culture
Megan Lynn Primavera (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Japanese Language & Culture and Computer Science
Jacey Michelle Reece (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ryan Ariyan Rezaian – Philosophy
Russell Taylor Rivers – History
Nicholas Armando Romero – Humanities
Benjamin Matthew Roth – Computer Science
Jordan A. Schwartz (WITH HONORS) – Creative Writing
Annette Marie Shanks (CUM LAUDE) – History
Michael David Smith – Computer Science
Tonie Verzell Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Wesley Smith – Philosophy
Shawn George Stumpff – Literature, Media, and Culture
Joseph Noel Suarez – Editing, Writing, & Media
Timothy R. Tallent – History
Kadi Masako Tao – Creative Writing
Jonathan Tavares – Editing, Writing, & Media
Cole P. Taylor (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – History
Jayson Richard Taylor (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Psychology
Diana M. Tepovich – Humanities
Luis E. Utrera Morales – Creative Writing
Sage Vaillancourt – Computer Science
Julia Walsh – History
Grant Douglas Wendt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Mikalangelo David Wessel – Computer Science
Jacob Timothy Wharton – Computer Science
Tania White – Humanities
Camryn Myciah Cydney Williams – Chinese Language & Culture
Trent Conrad Willis – Editing, Writing, & Media
Evan Taylor Wilson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brandon Scott Young (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Middle Eastern Studies
Taylor Philip Zack – Humanities
Roger Zaldivar – History
Zachary Alford Zinke (CUM LAUDE) – History
Elaina Zwiener – Humanities

Bachelor of Science
Beatriz Maria Abello (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Melina Friedel Agra Bouchereau (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sarah Elise Adams (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aquesha Avon Addison – Biological Science
Alexis R. Addotta – Biological Science
Zayn Shahbaz Ahmed – Psychology
Heather Megan Aweni Ajila – Biological Science
Bugra Aksogan – Computer Science
Ata Aktarma – Psychology
Nora M. Albibi (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Marjani Dashka Alceus – Biological Science
Kieara L. Alexander – Psychology
Bruno Ezequiel Ali – Environmental Science
Brandon Bradley Allen – Anthropology
Emily Marie Alvarez – Psychology
Autumn Skye Anderson – Psychology
Linda Angeles – Psychology
Antonio Arenas Vidal – Computer Science
Dominique Dolores Arguez – Behavioral Neuroscience
Samirah Joëlle Artiste – Psychology
Dax Orion Aucutt – Psychology
Ruby Stephanie Avellan – Psychology
Tate Bacaner – Computer Science
Abigail Lansberry Baker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Nelson Ball – Biological Science
Sophia Elisa Ballesteros – Psychology
Kristen Ashley Bane – Psychology
Lauren Nicole Bannett – Biological Science
Anne-Sophie Shama Baptiste – Psychology
Haley Marie Barash (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jenna Lynn Barnavon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Taylor Caroline Barnes – Environmental Science
Enrique Miguel Barquinero, Jr. (WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Julia L. Barrett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joseph Daniel Beaird, Jr. – Biological Science
Taylor Nicole Belusic – Biological Science
Mkhuleko Sean Bemiller – Computer Science
Amlex Bencosme – Biological Science
Paige Michelle Bengtson – Environmental Science & Policy
Sophia Marie Benopoulos (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
McKenzie R. Bentley (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Felipe Bergano – Computer Science
Madison Taylor Bichard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Leah Jordan Bissett – Computer Science
Jordan Abigail Block – Biological Science
Allie Bokuniewicz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joshua Aaron Boles (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jessica Pauline Bonadurer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Antonia Pilar Bonewell Bruchhof – Psychology
Joanne Booker – Psychology
Kara Lynn Jordan Boone (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Joseph Michael Boozer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michael Thomas Borge – Psychology
Christian Bousa – Biological Science
Anthony Joseph Boucher – Psychology
Gabriela Mercedes Boudani (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Media/Communication Studies
Shelby Ann Boykin – Environmental Science
Brenna Joan Boyle – Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Braddy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Emma Katherine Bright – Psychology
Brisan Akeelia Brown – Computer Science
Daniel James Brown – Computer Science
Kayla Broyles – Environmental Science
Brianna Bucello (CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Alexa Renee Burch – Psychology
Taylor Nicole Burns – Psychology
Nicole Angelica Bush – Psychology
Abel Buzzi, Jr. – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Alvaro Caceres III – Anthropology
Patrick James Cahill – Biological Science
Caitlyn Marie Caldwell – Psychology
Carson Fay Camera (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Albert Lee Campbell (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Anthony Roy Campbell – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Chaheed Dennis Campbell – Psychology
Cynthia Carballo – Psychology
Kiaundria Reiko Carrillo – Biological Science
Rebecca Carroll – Computer Science
Joseph Catania, Jr. – Biological Science and Spanish
Ashtyn Brooke Cate – Biological Science
Benji Charles – Computer Science
Ava Marie Cheffer (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Naomi Soaud Choulagh – Psychology
Alexis L. Cieslik – Psychology
Owen Clanahan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Stephen Daniel Clapp – Geology
Henvannah Kimdalya Clayton – Psychology
Bryan James Coleman (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Joshua Aaron Collister (CUM LAUDE) – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Justin Thomas Conkling – Actuarial Science
Sean Jordan Conley – Biological Science
Karl Zachary Cooley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Elizabeth Anne Corbin – Biological Science
Saturn Corey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Cameron Michael Couvillon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Craig Clifford Crampton – Biological Science
Natalie Rose Crawford (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Danielle Nicole Crook – Biological Science
Shellie Marie Crook – Psychology
Katherine Grace Cunningham (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Olivia Jade D’Elia – Psychology
Matthew G. Dawson – Computer Science
Dylaney Spencer Day – Psychology and Criminology
Nadia De Chazal – Psychology
Eleni Deslis – Psychology
Natalie Dharrie-Maharaj – Biological Science
Lauren Diaz – Computer Science
Madelyn Rose Dimitroff (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Camryn Theresa Diss – Psychology
Corey Evan Dolgin – Actuarial Science
Emmalynn Dominguez-Lay – Biological Science
Rainie Dormanen (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Sophia Ann Draughon (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Elissa Kate Dreilich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Simone Duckett – Psychology and Theatre
Kaitlyn Dunphey – Psychology
De’Aundre Michael Emeric – Psychology
Joseph Ifeanyichinenyeze Ene II – Computer Science
Brianna Maree Espinosa (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kathryn Loretta Evers – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Armoni Janae Farmer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sophia Fauni – Anthropology and Sociology
Nicholas Alexander Feanny – Computer Science
Emily Felty Day – Psychology
Matthew Shoihi Feria – Physics & Astrophysics
Madison Victoria Fernandez – Psychology
Ashley Rose Fett (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Jacob Fleischer – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Alachua Madison Flowers (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Psychology
Michael McEwen Fogarty – Computer Science
Hannah Melissa Ford – Environmental Science
Darlysa Fortune – Biomathematics
Jordan Fowler – Biomathematics and Computational Biology/Computer Science
Alexander James Franco – Computer Science
ChenY’ere Asabi Franklin – Psychology
Markayla Desiree Franklin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ashley Freeman – Psychology
Brittany Lynn Gaddy – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Katelyn Macaele Gainey – Psychology
Luis Guillermo Garcia (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Sandra Michelle Garcia – Psychology
Salma Garcia Moreno – Environmental Science
Santiago Garcia-Bahamonde – Psychology
Madison Summer Garrity (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Gianna Lynn Marie Geller – Biological Science
David Warren Geller III – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Economics
Alexander Reagan Gentry (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Christine Marie Gepilano – Actuarial Science
Vinicius Giannattasio – Psychology
Dylan Alexander Giesler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Emily Marie Gimenez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joshewa R. Glanz – Psychology
Cyrus Alexis Gomez – Psychology
Vanessa Gomez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Briana Nicole Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jonathan Peter Gonzalez – Psychology
Michael González – Psychology
Nicole Gonzalez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kemp Roderick Gonzalez-Xu (WITH HONORS) – Computational Biology - Biology
Tyler J. Goodman (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Aaron Goodwin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Madison Catherine Gray – Psychology
Amy Jeanette Grayson – Computer Science
Terrence Green – Psychology
Kevin James Griffin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mont Jonathan Grunthal – Computational Science
Karina Guenin – Psychology
Aryan Michelle Gustin – Psychology
Alex Michael Gutowski – Psychology
Tyanni M. Guzman – Biology/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Leah Hachem (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
David Anthony Haggerty, Jr. – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Alexander Haimovich – Psychology and Biological Science
Brianna Hamilton – Psychology
Mackenzie Leigh Harley – Biological Science
Theodore Alexander Harper – Psychology
Conner Prescott Harris – Psychology
Kirsti Lynn Harris – Psychology
Adecia Rae’ven Harrison – Actuarial Science
Cooper Ethan Hauck – Computer Science
Hanna Lillian Hawken – Biological Science
Cyniya Haynes – Psychology
Andrea Victoria-Supelana Hendley (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Asia Renata Henry – Psychology
Alyssa Faith Hodge – Psychology
Kristin Dorothy Hoefer – Biological Science
Nakeysha Nicole Holden (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Carter Wayne Holt – Chemical Science
Taylore A. Homan (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Madison Nicolle Hoskins – Psychology
Hannah Leigh Howard – Actuarial Science and Computer Science
Jamie Marie Howard – Biological Science
Khori Giovanni Howard (CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Mary Catherine Howell – Psychology
Wei Tracy Huang – Computer Science
Jaia Jolyn Huggins – Psychology
Sydney Morgan Hulme – Psychology
Danielle Alexandria Hurst – Psychology
Megan Leigh Irvin – Biological Science
Jacob Isaac Jackson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Myles Jameson Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Benton Roderick Jaco (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
James Richmond Harrison Jacob – Biological Science
Carlo Jacques, Jr. – Statistics
Liam Joseph Jennings (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Samantha Nicole Jones (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Aliya Junaideen (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jonathan David Justice (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Eddie Giresse Pamoussa Rimso Kabore – Statistics
Kevin James Kane – Environmental Science
Arek Kauthen (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Lindsay Rose Kehl (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Sociology
Joseph Daniel Keller – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Xavier M. Kelly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ariana Daysia Key – Psychology
Sheikh Labeeba Khaled – Computer Science
Min Cheol Kim – Mathematics
Taylor Allison King (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brittany King (SUMMA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Danielle Morgan Klein – Biological Science
Alexis Kristina Knowles – Psychology
Paige Racheal Knuckles – Psychology
Christopher Herman Koch – Biological Science
Laura Elizabeth Koffinas – Biological Science
Kara Brook Kolodziejczak (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Darren Kopacz (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Victoria Leigh Krentz (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ryan Austin Kretschnar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Philosophy
Giovanni Artonea Ladson – Psychology
Alexander Dominick Lamberson – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Mackenzie Lambert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Noah Joshua Lamberti – Mathematics
Summer Nicole Lange – Biological Science
Vanessa Montrose Laroche – Environmental Science/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Bethany Roslyn Larthe – Psychology
Alexis Louise Latta – Psychology
Jacob Dylan Lender – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Nathaniel Leonard – Computational Science
Bailey Elizabeth Lesperance – Biomathematics
Kelly Morgan Lewis – Applied & Computational Mathematics and Statistics
Sun Hye Lim Park (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Carlos Alejandro Liu Hou (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mery Hazel Llano – Psychology
Tessa Lochetto (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Isabel Del Carmen Lopez Silvera – Actuarial Science and Risk Management & Insurance
Miranda Nicole Lough – Psychology
Phoebe Louise Lowe – Environmental Science & Policy
Kyle Jing Lu (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Nicole Sarah Lucas – Psychology
Taylor Dalton Lundy – Computer Science
Benjamin James Luther, Jr. – Psychology
Heaven Mabry – Computer Science
Michael Madar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Miller Keaton Maddox – Biological Science
Mekenzie Rae Maki (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Beautriz Carolina Malaver, Sr. – Statistics
Amir Abbas Malik – Psychology
Sean Dylan Malone – Psychology
Hannah Marie Marchesani (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Claudia Maria Martinez – Psychology
Vivian Camille Martinez – Computer Science
Jaden Israel Mazariegos – Chemical Science
Savannah Ashley McDowell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Chad Michael McGuire (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Homer Inman McMillan III – Computer Science
Jacqueline Michele McTamney – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Monserrat Medina – Psychology
Courtney Crosby Mehrl (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rafael Eduardo Mendez – Biological Science
Andrew Keeler Mendoza – Statistics
Ashley Megan Meyer – Psychology
Michaela Michener – Psychology
Ariyana N. Miller – Biological Science
Sarah Miller – Biology/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Kyle Molter – Computer Science
Hayley Palm Mon Goy – Psychology
Callie Lynne Montgomery – Psychology
Jessica Montiel – Psychology
Meredith Hope Moore (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mykalah Noelle Moore – Biological Science
Meghan Lu Mora – Psychology
Megan A. Morris – Psychology
Haley Lyn Mott (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Julia Isabella Muniz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
James Christopher Murphy – Psychology
Ori Evan Nachum (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Mageda Elia Nader (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Mohammed Nuraddeen Mustapha Namadi – Computer Science
Audrey Nash (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Katrina Claire Nelson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mark Cyrus Nemat – Statistics
Christopher Khang Nguyen (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lindsay Eryn Nichols (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ezzdeen Nimer – Psychology
Mezindia Blessing Madeh Nkembo (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Alexander No – Computer Science
Christopher Charles Noe – Psychology
Courtney Patricia O’Brien – Psychology
Sabrina Rose O’Donnell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Wyatt Michael O’Steen – Computer Science
Eleonora Owoghogbeki Omorogie – Biological Science
Aaron Crews Orender – Biological Science
Tobechukwu Henry Osakwe – Computer Science
Sarah Anne Osborn – Computer Science
Maryana Ostapenko – Psychology
Nicholas David Oubre – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kaylee Ann Owoc – Actuarial Science
Kelsie Maria Pace – Psychology
Manuel Esteban Paz Teran (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Chaveli Palau Morales (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Joshua Joseph Panagos – Computer Science
Liz Fernanda Parra Rendon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Zoe Ariel Parrales – Biological Science
Dennis Pascual, Jr. – Computer Science
Dhruv Dilipbhai Patel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Julia Marie Pavlov – Psychology
Tomasz Pawelek – Computer Science
Jayna Marie Peacock (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Alexander James Pedraja – Psychology
David Mario Perez – Biochemistry
Ignacio Andres Perez – Psychology
Aneyra S. Perez Sadler – Psychology
Hailey Ann Petry – Psychology
Emily Morgan Philpot (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Alexander Dale Pilcher – Environmental Science & Policy
Mary Ann Pintado – Psychology
Samara Maritza Pinto (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Kaylee Ann Plambeck (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samantha Christina-Marie Politano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Environmental Science & Policy and Editing, Writing & Media
Emily Ann Powell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Megan R. Predmore – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Britney Roxanne Prosper – Psychology
Shelby Lynn Provost – Statistics
Lila Brooke Pullo (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Leylanni Skai Quijano-Shafer – Computer Science
Jordan Pearl Quinn – Psychology
Sean Bernard Ramirez – Biological Science
John Michael Rawley (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Dakota James Ray – Biological Science
Madison Raybuck (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Devaun Malcolm Reid – Psychology
Kristi Ann Reno – Psychology
Gianna M. Renteria (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Matthew Nicolas Reyna – Actuarial Science
Robert Allen Reynolds – Psychology
Taylor Marie Reynolds (CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Jazmine Monet Rhodes – Psychology
Maria Clara Ribeiro-Siqueira (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
Isabella Annmarie Robbins – Psychology
Calvin Jerome Roberts, Jr. – Psychology
Jordyn Sierra Robinson – Biochemistry
John Shields Rodman IV – Computational Science
Andres Felipe Rodriguez – Environmental Science
Jessica Nicole Rodriguez – Biological Science
Stephany Rodriguez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Zulay Caridad Rodriguez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE)(WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Courtney N. Rolle – Psychology
Alexis Rosa – Biological Science
Nicole Marie Rosado (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Bryce James Rosen – Psychology
Emily Rachel Rothman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Thomas Madison Rudolph – Computer Science
Tiffani Moneke Rush – Psychology
Christopher Lee Rutherford – Biological Science and Environment & Society
Louie Sandstrum (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science & Policy
Naomi Giselle Santana – Biological Science
Marissa Gabrielle Santiago – Psychology
Nicholas Alexandre Santiso – Environmental Science
Gabriela Miranda Santos (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniela Andrea Sarmiento – Psychology and Criminology
Laura Sofia Sarmiento – Computer Science
Megan Ann Saunders – Computer Science
Caroline Sterling Sceals – Psychology
Skyler Elaine Schaet – Biological Science
Tara Ann Schneider – Anthropology
Alex Schuster – Psychology
Dylan Isaac Schwartz – Biological Science
Joshua Schwartz – Environmental Science
Denzell Devon Scott – Psychology
Logan Suzanne Seeman – Psychology and Political Science
Laura Beatriz Segura – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Claire Elizabeth Self – Statistics
Megan Christine Senda – Psychology
Julia Serna Agudelo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emily Kathryn Sharpe – Psychology
Douglass Shotwell – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Virginia Elena Sicuriello – Computer Science
Samuel Enrique Silva – Computer Science
Amanda Faye Simpson – Psychology
Allison Nicole Skirball – Biological Science
Wendy Lynn Slattery – Computer Science
Delaney Ann Smith – Environmental Science
Rayna Ashley Smith – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Jaylene Sosa (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Jonathan Daniel Soszka (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Dominika Spak – Psychology
Autumn Day Spangler (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Reece Michael Sparr – Environmental Science
Noah Alexander Stapleton – Biological Science
Stephanie Taylor Starin – Psychology
Savannah Nicole Steckler – Computational Biology - Computer Science
Jacqueline Paige Steinhauer – Psychology
India Erica Stewart – Psychology
Joshua Park Story – Computer Science
Hana Gwynne Streibich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Behavioral Neuroscience
Alexandra Leigh Sublette (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Editing, Writing & Media
Georgia Renee Sullivan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Lindsey Brooke Summerlin – Psychology
Parker Elisabeth Sutliff (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ashley Lynn Sutton – Psychology
Elizabeth Jane Sutton – Biological Science
Nicholas Alfredo Tapia – Environmental Science & Policy
Amar Thakor – Psychology
Paris Nicole Thie – Psychology
Allison Teresa Thielien (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Julia Thomason – Cyber Criminology - Computer Science
Anthony Joseph Thompson – Biological Science
Matthew Tidball – Statistics
Nicholas Brian Tidwell, Jr. – Computer Science
Viviana Inez Tijerino (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michael Vincent Tizzani – Environmental Science
Jordyn Trammell – Biological Science
Kevin Tran – Computer Science
Arient Trevino Saravia – Psychology
Morgan Alyse Tromberg – Psychology
Jamie Loriane Turnbull – Environmental Science
Alyssa Turner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Hannah Sidney Twist – Psychology
Kadin Nicholas Unger (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Arthur John Vallejo (CUM LAUDE) – Cell and Molecular Neuroscience
Ophelia Inez Vallejo-Butler – Statistics
Jenna Elizabeth Van Sciver (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Delaney Danyel Vanek – Biological Science
Hugo Vargas, Jr. (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samantha Colleen Vazquez (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Hazel Leigh Velez-Diaz – Psychology
Anel Cristine Verish – Psychology
Andrea Vanessa Villa – Biological Science
Ariana Maria Villaran – Anthropology
Sophia A. Villarino – Psychology
Jenna Lorraine Villas – Environmental Science
Michaela Vina (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences
Sarah Marie Wadley – Computer Science
Samantha Marie Ward – Actuarial Science
Vanessa Jane Ward – Environmental Science
Anna Claire Warren – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Secondary STEM Teach/FSU-Teach
Lauren Elizabeth Watford – Environmental Science & Policy
Latisa Marie Watson – Psychology
William LuGrande Watson – Actuarial Science
Aidan Elizabeth Weaver (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Rachel Noel Welte (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brandon James Whyte – Computer Science
Regan Lynn Williams (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Tizzana Camilla Williams – Psychology
Alexander Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Christina Morgan Winn (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Criminology
Jenna Elizabeth Wojtisek – Psychology
Michael Ethan Wrobel – Biochemistry
Clare Marie Yoshikawa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
John Andrew Zahasky – Biochemistry
Danielle Zamanillo – Psychology
Alejandro Alberto Zamorano – Environmental Science & Policy
Ema Zupljanin (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology